
Land Value Tax

How data analysis and visualisation can be used to win the 
support needed to implement land value tax



What I’ll talk about

1
My interest in LVT

2
The role of data analysis and 
visualisation in evidence 
based policy

3
The role of data 
visualisations and statistics 
in the age of targeted 
advertising 

4
How this helps the LVT 
argument



Why LVT?



Original background in architecture

Graduate of University College London (MRes)

Advanced Spatial Analysis & Data Visualisation

Data analysts with interest evidence based policy



“The economic case for a land value tax is simple, and almost 
undeniable. Why, then, do we not have one already? Why, indeed, is 
the possibility of such a tax barely part of the mainstream political 
debate, with proponents considered marginal and unconventional?"

Mirrlees and Adam 2011



“Roads are made, streets are made, services are improved, electric 
light turns night into day,...To not one of those improvements does 
the land monopolist, as a land monopolist, contribute, and yet by 
every one of them the value of his land is enhanced"

W.Churchill, 1909



The challenges to overcome to implement LVT

Gain political support 

Identifying and mobilising the winners against the losers



“A map is not a representation but an argument"

D.Wood & J.Fels, 2008

..so are infographics and data visualisations



Evidence based policy



Evidence is the basis for making decisions in

● Science
● Medicine 
● Law
● Academia  
● Planning (subjective) 



So why not all policy?



We have the data

Deloitte for ODI



We have the hardware



& the software



& public literacy



We know it can be use to 
make compelling arguments



Can’t we use evidence better to support policy change?



Data visualisation 
and social media



“Lies, damn lies and statistics"









The power of data
to the LVT argument



Community Land Levy proposal

Evidenced based policy

Replace business rates with land 
value base system



Using open data to; 

Calculate land value

Measure impact

Visualise inequality



How to reach the winners?

You need to bypass the losers



Thank you

Any questions?


